An Explicit Strategy to Scaffold Novice Program Tracing
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ABSTRACT
We propose and evaluate a lightweight strategy for tracing code that can be efficiently taught to novice programmers, building off of recent findings on “sketching” when tracing. This strategy helps novices apply the syntactic and semantic knowledge they are learning by encouraging line-by-line tracing and providing an external representation of memory for them to update. To evaluate the effect of teaching this strategy, we conducted a block-randomized experiment with 24 novices enrolled in a university-level CS1 course. We spent only 5-10 minutes introducing the strategy to the experimental condition. We then asked both conditions to think-aloud as they predicted the output of short programs. Students using this strategy scored on average 15% higher than students in the control group for the tracing problems used in the study \((p<0.05)\). Qualitative analysis of think-aloud and interview data showed that tracing systematically (line-by-line and “sketching” intermediate values) led to better performance and that the strategy scaffolded and encouraged systematic tracing. Students who learned the strategy also scored on average 7% higher on the course midterm. These findings suggest that in <1 hour and without computer-based tools, we can improve CS1 students’ tracing abilities by explicitly teaching a strategy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Program tracing, the process of emulating how a computer executes a program [6], is a necessary precursor to the ability to write [12, 13, 22], debug [17], and maintain code [28]. However, there is substantial evidence that novice programmers, such as those in introductory computer science (CS1) courses, struggle with tracing.

The goal of our strategy was to help novices apply the syntactic and semantic knowledge they are learning by encouraging line-by-line tracing and providing an external representation of memory for them to update. To evaluate the effect of teaching this strategy, we conducted a block-randomized experiment with 24 novices enrolled in a university-level CS1 course. We spent only 5-10 minutes introducing the strategy to the experimental condition. We then asked both conditions to think-aloud as they predicted the output of short programs. Students using this strategy scored on average 15% higher than students in the control group for the tracing problems used in the study \((p<0.05)\). Qualitative analysis of think-aloud and interview data showed that tracing systematically (line-by-line and “sketching” intermediate values) led to better performance and that the strategy scaffolded and encouraged systematic tracing. Students who learned the strategy also scored on average 7% higher on the course midterm. These findings suggest that in <1 hour and without computer-based tools, we can improve CS1 students’ tracing abilities by explicitly teaching a strategy.
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2 THE STRATEGY: LINE-BY-LINE + SKETCH
The goal of our strategy was to help novices embody the computer. Our strategy achieved this by providing 1) step-by-step instructions
on how to apply the syntactic and semantic knowledge novices have been learning to tracing questions and 2) a visual representation to explicitly track variables which we refer to as memory tables. The strategy instructions consisted of three steps:

1. Read question: Understand what you are being asked to do. At the end of the problem instructions, write a check mark.
2. Find where the program begins executing. At the start of that line, draw an arrow.
3. Execute each line according to the rules of Java.
   - (a) From the syntax, determine the rule for each part of the line.
   - (b) Follow the rules.
   - (c) Update memory table(s).
   - (d) Find the code for the next part.
   - (e) Repeat until the program terminates.

When tracing through the code, a participant creates a memory table with each method call, as shown in Figure 1. This memory table keeps track of parameters passed into and variables instantiated in a given method, similar to sketches from previous work [3, 4]. These were the instructions for using a memory table:

1. Create a new Memory Table every time a method is called.
2. Write the method name in the box at the top of table.
3. When a variable is created, add it as a row in the table (variable name in the "name" column; value in "value" column).
4. When a variable is updated, find the variable by name, cross out the previous value and write in the new one.
5. After the method finishes running, write the value for the return and cross out the entire table.

![Figure 1: Two memory tables for 2 calls to the same method (Prob. 3). The participant wrote the method name at the top, variable names in the Name column, and variable values on the Value column. When variables updated, they crossed out the previous value and wrote in the new value. After each method finished executing, they crossed out the table.](image)

In designing the strategy, our intentions were to enable instructors to teach the strategy without major changes to their pedagogy and to enable novices to easily understand and apply the strategy to any tracing problem. From our pilot testing, we found the instructions were easy to recall and discouraged participants from deviating from line-by-line tracing. We designed the memory tables so participants could easily sketch their own tables. We emphasized the separation of variable names and values to ensure variable names were differentiated from Strings and to ensure variable names from different scopes were not passed in as parameters. We emphasized using a new table for each method call to enforce scope.

### 3 EXPERIMENT: TRACING + THINK-ALOUD

We designed an experiment in which students enrolled in the same CS1 course worked through problems that required them to predict the output of 6 Java programs while verbalizing their thoughts. The control group used their own strategies, while the strategy group was encouraged to use the strategy from Section 2.

Our target population was novices who were just beginning to learn programming. This ensured some exposure to the syntax and semantics of a programming language, but little experience with tracing code. We advertised the study as preparation for an upcoming midterm, with participants receiving tutoring after the problem solving session. We recruited students who had taken 0 or 1 CS courses prior to the course they were enrolled in.

Ultimately, 24 students participated in the study. Eleven identified as males and 13 as females. Nineteen were enrolled in their first CS course, 1 was retaking the course, 1 had previously taken a CS1 course at local community college, 1 had taken AP Computer Science, and the 2 others specified they had previously completed an unspecified CS course. Most participants were in their first year of college (16), with 7 others in years 2-4, and 1 having a Master’s degree and taking the course to change careers. Most were not CS majors. Only 3 were majoring in CS, with others majoring in another engineering discipline (8), Informatics (4), a non-engineering major (3), were undecided (5), or were not pursuing a major (1).

#### 3.1 Study design: Think-aloud while tracing

The study sessions occurred 3-6 days prior to the course midterm and participants worked through 6 tracing problems that covered potential midterm concepts. Participants met individually at self-selected times with a researcher and completed a pre-survey (demographics, prior knowledge, self-efficacy [19]) prior to arriving. We attempted to block randomize participants by self-reported number of previous CS courses completed and hours spent programming or learning to program. Because of cancellations, there were 11 in the control group and 13 in the strategy group.

After introducing the study and asking a few questions (# of practice midterm problems attempted, describe tracing strategy), we spent 5-10 minutes introducing think-aloud (protocol from [5]). We then asked participants to work through 6 tracing problems in a fixed order while verbalizing their thought process. After each question, they were asked to recall what they remembered thinking. Following the completion of all problems (≈40 min on average, although they could work for as long as they wanted), we asked them to describe their strategy, how they learned it, what strategies their CS1 course taught, and had them complete a post-survey (mindset, study feedback). We then tutored them for ≈30 minutes, reviewing study problems, the midterm format and the cheat sheet.

For the strategy group, we spent ≈5 minutes after practicing think-aloud to teach the tracing strategy. We provided the instructions on a sheet of paper and 4 example memory tables on another sheet of paper and walked through the instructions with the participant. We provided help applying the strategy to the 1st problem, with the help typically involving us reiterating some of the written instructions. Our intention was to help the participant learn the strategy without providing hints which may unfairly support their knowledge of syntax and semantics.
3.2 Problems: Fixed-code tracing questions

The study had 6 fixed-code problems which covered early CS1 concepts and required participants to trace provided code and determine the output. In contrast, the midterm assessed tracing (≈50% of midterm), code construction (≈40%), and invariants (≈10%).

Figure 2 shows the 6 problems. Problem 1 helped participants practice using memory tables with variable updates, repeated method calls with parameters passed in, and calls to different methods. Problems 2 and 3 were from practice midterms and Problems 4 and 5 from the SCS1 [16]. Problem 6 assessed midterm concepts not covered in other problems. We used notes from the think-aloud sessions to develop a scoring rubric for the problems completed during the study. The rubric attempted to differentiate scores based on what participants found difficult about each problem. We did not look at participant responses until after the rubric was created.

After the midterm, we sent an online survey to participants to solicit their midterm grades and experiences (perceived problem difficulty, how they prepared for the midterm, how the study may have helped). We also asked the participants in the strategy group to describe the strategy we taught them (to ensure they remembered it) and whether they used the strategy. Of the 24 participants, 17 responded (8 control, 9 strategy, with 1 not sharing their grade).

4 RESULTS

Our data included background information, participants’ sketches and responses, researcher notes, audio recordings of participants thinking aloud, and self-reported midterm grades.

4.1 The explicit strategy improved correctness

We answer our first research question by comparing the performance of the two groups on the study problems and midterm. We found a strong linear correlation ($r = 0.91$, Pearson) between the scores on the study problems and the midterm grades, suggesting both measure similar concepts. Because the distributions of scores for each problem in the study deviated from normality ($p < 0.05$, Shapiro-Wilk [20]), we conducted a one-tail non-parametric $t$-test (Mann-Whitney $U$ test [20]) to determine significance without making assumptions on the distribution shape. Participants’ total scores and midterm scores did not deviate from normality, so we used a one-tail parametric $t$-test (Welch $t$-test [20]) to compare total scores and midterm scores between conditions. We calculated a Common Language (CL) effect size from Cohen’s $d$ [7, 20] for the parametric test and by dividing the test statistic $U$ by the product of the sample sizes for the non-parametric test [7].

Although we designed the 6 problems to be harder than midterm problems, a large portion of students got many problems correct. Because of this skew, we use the median as the average and the interquartile range (IQR, 3rd quartile/75% - 1st quartile/25%) to measure dispersion for scores on individual problems. For all problems, the median for the strategy group was greater than or equal to the control group’s and the IQR was lesser, as shown in Figure 3. The strategy group tended to perform better and with less variability.

Strategy group participants performed significantly better on Problem 4 ($p=0.021$), which required them to keep track of multiple variables through nested if/else statements. Figure 3 shows that 11 of 13 participants in the strategy group scored perfectly on this problem and above the median score of the control. The $U$ statistic is 101.5, which we interpret as a CL effect size to say that there is a 71% chance that a randomly selected participant from the strategy group scores better than one from the control group on Problem 4.

For the total score across all problems, we found that the strategy group performed on average 15% better and with 46% less variability. We could model the distributions of total problem scores as

---

**Figure 2: The 6 problems for the study, each asking for the program’s output. Bold denotes changes to adapted items.**
we triangulated across think-aloud recordings, sketches, solutions, and researcher notes to characterize the tracing strategy that each participant used. We compare and contrast the strategies that we observed through this process by describing high and low performers in each condition, describing similarities within each subgroup and go into detail on one member of each group (called $C_{\text{max}}, C_{\text{min}}, S_{\text{max}}, S_{\text{min}}$ for control/strategy participant with max/min score).

4.2 An explicit strategy reduced errors

In this section, we qualitatively investigate the reasons for the performance increases in the previous section. To perform this analysis,
High performing participants in the control group tended to intermittently sketch a tabular external representation to keep track of intermediate values. They often began sketching as a response to specific "cues", such as when the code instantiated multiple variables or when a variable began updating ("I needed to make a table to keep track of the variables because there are a lot of moving parts"). Their tracing of intermediate values also appeared to vary by data type, often sketching numeric variables in tables, but ignoring String variables. This may be because Strings take longer to write, something noted by many members of the strategy group.

$C_{\text{max}}$: The highest scoring participant from the control group scored 35/36 and used both inline (next to code) and tabular (separate from code) annotations to track intermediate values. She completed 4 practice midterm questions prior to the study and reported the highest programming self-efficacy [19] of all participants. She self-described her tracing strategy as "writing out the values that were given and keeping track of the series of manipulations as they went through." Like most of the control group, she recognized Problem 2 and applied a problem-specific strategy learned in class. For other problems, she immediately began tracing the code line-by-line. She wrote intermediate values inline when they were numeric and did not update. She created a separate table when values were Strings or when they updated. The only error she made was when she used the + operator incorrectly (Prob. 6).

4.2.3 Strategy group’s low performers. The 3 lowest strategy group participants did not use the strategy appropriately, scoring 22-23.5 of 36. Despite being taught the strategy, they still deviated from line-by-line tracing, sometimes unintentionally (not checking an if/else conditional because they believe it is always true, Prob. 3), and sometimes intentionally (see $S_{\text{min}}$). One participant did not create memory tables for the last 3 problems she did. These participants found sketching the memory tables time-consuming and often unnecessary. In sharp contrast to the control group, these low performers never became overwhelmed or gave up.

$S_{\text{min}}$: The lowest scoring participant in the strategy group scored 22/36, still within 3 points of the mean score of the control group. He reported having done 0 practice problems prior to the study. Prior to being taught the strategy, he tried to interpret what the code was doing and translate it to pseudocode, while also trying to remember variable values. When applying the strategy, he still deviated from line-by-line tracing intentionally, such as in Problem 5 when he correctly traced through the first call to a method and realized it resulted in no printed output or stored return, then skipped the second call to the method which had different parameters passed in and would have printed an output. He justified his decision by thinking that "since [the method] doesn’t do anything with the return value, I just ignore it. I don’t need to write another memory table. It doesn’t affect the output in any way. At least, I don’t think it does." He also unintentionally deviated from line-by-line tracing, such as in Problem 4 when he correctly interpreted an if condition as false, but skipped past the else statement. $S_{\text{min}}$ found the strategy familiar and reliable, "having a very structured set of rules to follow that would generally work for any code".

4.2.4 Strategy group’s high performers. The four highest performing participants scored 34-36 of 36, using the strategy as intended to complement their Java semantics knowledge. Participants had strong understanding of Java, even on more advanced concepts which often confused most other participants (e.g. scope, return). They used the strategy as intended, tracing line-by-line and creating and updating memory tables as they traced. One participant felt the strategy "forces you to think through what you’re doing...forces you not to skip around." Another noted that he "didn’t have to keep thinking about values because they were on paper," suggesting that the strategy does offload values from working memory. Some participants actively kept track of where they were in the code either by pointing at the line they were executing or by crossing out previously executed lines. The most common error among this group was returning an integer instead of a double in Problem 6.

$S_{\text{max}}$: The highest scoring participant from the strategy group was the only one to score perfectly on all 6 problems. $S_{\text{max}}$ self-reported having attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and completing around 100 practice problems prior to the study, which is much greater than the average participant who had completed less than 10 practice problems. She was also the only one who was not an undergraduate, already having a Master’s degree in an unrelated field. She immediately began tracing the code line-by-line while also filling in the memory tables completely. She also wrote check marks after lines in the main method were executed, perhaps misinterpreting the 2nd step of the strategy. While other participants in both conditions deviated from line-by-line tracing, she never deviated from line-by-line tracing. This enabled her to avoid strategic errors other participants made when skipping line by line tracing. $S_{\text{max}}$ found the strategy useful "for keeping track of what a value is," especially when variables were updating or when there were multiple methods (multiple scopes). She recognized that the strategy required time and paper to write down the memory tables, but she felt "like you have to write this stuff down" to solve the problem. With this method, $S_{\text{max}}$ felt "you can focus on the calculations without wondering what [a variable] equals."

4.3 Limitations
Because we conducted this study days before course midterms, we were mindful of participants’ time constraints. We relied on proxy measures of prior knowledge (est. hours programming, # of CS courses). Our performance measurements are not validated, although we found a strong correlation between the study and midterm scores. Students self-selected to participate in the study, so selection bias may exist. Some students dropped out of the study, resulting in our block-randomization on prior experience slightly favoring the strategy group. Participants took the midterm only 3-6 days after the study, so longer term retention is unclear. Think-aloud and recall may have influenced their thinking, although we followed best practices on protocol analysis [5]. We observed some carryover effect between problems even though we did not provide feedback. Our statistical analysis assumes applying the strategy has the same effect for all participants. A mixed model may more appropriately represent the effect and generalize better [20].

5 DISCUSSION
Our results show that explicitly teaching a tracing strategy that emphasizes line-by-line tracing and an external representation for tracking state may improve tracing performance. We also found
that novices who performed well tended to be more able to apply knowledge of semantics, trace line-by-line systematically, and write down intermediate values rather than try to remember them. This was true regardless of whether a student used our strategy, but when a student did, they tended to perform even better. These findings support prior work that identified poor problem solving as a cause of novice programmers’ poor tracing [14] and found correlations between sketching and tracing performance [3, 10].

There are many ways to interpret our results. First, confounds such as differences in prior knowledge, self-efficacy, motivation, fatigue, and amount studied could have influenced participants’ performance. We did not find significant differences between groups relating to fatigue before the study (# hrs slept) or the amount of practice prior to the study or midterm (# of practice problems attempted). There was a significant difference in average programming self-efficacy [19] favoring the control group (p<0.01, 2-sided Welch t-test). Our sample size was also small and limited to students from a single course, so course instruction (instructor demonstrated tracing with tables, students used jGRASP debugger [2]) could have influenced how participants traced. Replication is necessary to increase confidence in the effects of teaching a strategy.

One interpretation is that the strategy helped lower performers make progress and not give up. Those in the control group (e.g. Cmin) tended to become overwhelmed and gave up on problems in part because their strategies (e.g. translating code to English, looking at code holistically) were inappropriate for their current abilities. In contrast, those in the strategy group (e.g. Smin) used the strategy to make incremental progress, never becoming overwhelmed.

Another interpretation is that strategy did indeed help, but that it did not compensate for a lack of syntactic or semantic knowledge. This was reinforced by our qualitative results, which showed that lower performing participants in both groups tended to make mistakes reflecting incomplete semantic knowledge.

The implications for teaching are simple: help students practice an explicit strategy. That said, our strategy was not necessarily an explicit strategy. That said, our strategy was not necessarily
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